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Sex. Murder. Revenge. 
“Rondo” 

Denver, Colorado—October 29, 2017—Writer/director Drew Barnhardt and producer 
Guy Clark are pleased to announce the completion of their feature film Rondo. Shot on 
location in Denver, Colorado, the film is a funny, sexy, and violent reworking of the 
Hitchcock thriller.  

Website & Trailer 

Rondo’s teaser trailer and website are now available at: 

www.rondothemovie.com 

Visit the site for interviews with the filmmakers, artwork by renowned illustrator Stephen 
Romano, production stills, behind-the-scenes photos, and the latest news on festival 
screenings. A full trailer will debut in the new year.  

Synopsis 

Paul, a troubled young veteran, is given a special prescription that opens the door to a 
world of sex, murder, and revenge. Full of black comedy and violent twists, Rondo follows 
the young vet as he descends into bizarre criminal enterprises in the high-rises of Denver, 
Colorado.  

There’s only one rule in Rondo: “stay on the plastic” and Paul’s about to break it. 

In the tradition of Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho and Brian De Palma’s Body Double, Drew 
Barnhardt's Rondo is a distinctly modern update to the suspense thriller. Dripping with 
sex, blood, and comedy, the feature announces the arrival of a major filmmaker to watch. 

Filmmakers 

Writer/director Drew Barnhardt grew up in Denver, Colorado. His short film Herbie! 
played festivals and won five Best Short Film Awards. He also wrote and directed the 
horror film Murder Loves Killers Too which Fangoria magazine called "an imaginative 
piece that crackles with energy and wit."  

Producer Guy Clark created the hit web series Midwest Teen Sex Show which The Wall 
Street Journal described as “frank, funny, and controversial.” He later developed the 
series into a television pilot for Comedy Central with producer Stacey Sher. He previously 
worked with Mr. Barnhardt on Murder Loves Killers Too. 
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Production 

The film was shot over 18 days with a small crew of Colorado professionals. Writer/
director Drew Barnhardt wanted the film to be a fun, twisted movie that audiences talk 
about after viewing. And he wanted the project to be aggressively cinema-literate. Rondo 
is Barnhardt’s four quadrant flick: 1) Bunuel 2) De Palma 3) Peckinpah 4) Pornhub. 

Producer Guy Clark knew the film’s mix of humor, graphic violence, nudity, and formal 
visual style of Hitchcock would be the perfect combination for film lovers across the 
globe.  

Contact 

For press, sales, and festival information, please send inquires to: 

Guy Clark, Producer 
312-502-5947 

info@rondothemovie.com 
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